In the News

Appointment

Chicago Bar Association Board of Managers member and Corboy & Demetrio attorney Matthew T. Jenkins has been appointed to the Chicago Bar Foundation Board, the bar association’s fundraising arm.

In addition, Jenkins was appointed to be the CBA’s representative on the board of directors of the Center for Conflict Resolution.

As a foundation board member, he will work on equal access to justice programs.

In the law schools

The Northern Illinois University College of Law professor Morse Tan has been chosen to participate in the Chicago Council on Global Affairs’ 2017 Emerging Leaders Program.

Founded in 1922, the Chicago Council on Global Affairs “is an independent, nonpartisan organization that provides insight — and influences the public discourse — on critical global issues.”

This marks the first time anyone affiliated with NIU has been selected for the program.

In the Courts

The Illinois Supreme Court appointed attorney Keith A. Spielfogel, a member of the Committee on Character and Fitness, 1st District, for a term expiring in December 2018.

Spielfogel will replace Cook County Circuit Judge Clare J. Quish.

A city of Chicago Law Division mediation seminar, “Arbitration Pitfalls and How to Avoid Them,” will be held Thursday from noon to 1 p.m. at the Daley Center, 50 W. Washington St., Courtroom 2005.

Presenters are A. Kelly Turner and Matt Lacy. The moderator will be retired judge Allen S. Goldberg.
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